The association of Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors (RECIST) 1.0 changes within 120 days with survival in men with metastatic castration-resistant prostate cancer receiving docetaxel was validated from a phase 3 trial. Given the limitations of prostate-specific antigen and bone scan alterations to translate to improved survival, improved RECIST changes in phase 2 trials may be important before launching phase 3 trials. Background: Phase 2 trials evaluating new agents for metastatic castration-resistant prostate cancer (mCRPC) have relied on bone scan and prostate-specific antigen changes to assess activity. Given the increasing detection of measurable disease, Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors (RECIST) changes warrant consideration to evaluate activity. We validated the association of RECIST 1.0 changes with survival in men with mCRPC receiving docetaxel. Patients and Methods: Data for men with measurable disease from the Southwest Oncology Group (SWOG) S0421, a phase 3 trial in men with mCRPC receiving docetaxel and prednisone plus placebo or atrasentan, were used. Cox proportional hazards regression was used to evaluate the association of RECIST 1.0 outcomes within 120 days, ie, unconfirmed partial response (uPR), stable disease, and progressive disease (PD), with overall survival (OS) from day 120, adjusted for prognostic factors. Results: Overall, 326 men were evaluable for landmark analysis, of whom 23 had PD, 230 stable disease, and 73 uPR. OS beyond day 120 was significantly different (P ¼ .004) among these subgroups, with median (95% confidence interval) OS of 7.1 (3.5-8.8), 13.4 (11.4-15.6), and 16.3 (10.0-19.6) months for those with PD, stable disease, and uPR, respectively. In a multivariable model, the hazard ratio (95% confidence interval) for patients with PD was 2.47 (1.42-4.29) compared to patients with an uPR (P ¼ .002). Conclusion: The association of RECIST 1.0 changes with OS in men with mCRPC receiving docetaxel was validated. Given limitations of bone scan and prostate-specific antigen alterations, improvements in objective RECIST 1.0 changes should be reported in phase 2 trials before launching phase 3 trials.
Introduction
Objective changes of measurable tumors using the Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors (RECIST) are commonly used to evaluate new agents for most solid tumors in phase 2 trials.
1,2 However, metastatic castration-resistant prostate cancer (mCRPC) has been historically observed to have a low proportion of patients with measurable disease. Hence, phase 2 trials evaluating new agents for mCRPC have mostly relied on bone scan changes to assess radiographic progression and prostate-specific antigen (PSA) changes to assess biochemical impact. Unfortunately, bone scan and PSA changes do not always accurately represent objective changes in tumor burden. 3 Indeed, this limitation may partly explain why agents with promising activity observed in phase 2 trials using PSA and/or bone scans as surrogates of activity did not translate into improved survival in subsequent phase 3 trials. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] Objective changes by RECIST may warrant serious consideration even in mCRPC because body imaging with computed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is required more frequently and hence is detecting measurable tumors in mCRPC. 9 Recent studies have discovered the association of measurable disease changes by World Health Organization criteria and RECIST 1.0 and 1.1 changes with overall survival (OS) in men with mCRPC receiving docetaxel-based chemotherapy. 10, 11 This study was undertaken to validate the association of RECIST 1.0 changes with OS in men with mCRPC receiving docetaxelbased chemotherapy in the Southwest Oncology Group (SWOG) S0421 trial. 12 
Methods

Patient Selection
SWOG S0421 was a double-blind phase 3 trial in men with mCRPC men treated with first-line docetaxel 75 mg/m 2 every 21 days and prednisone plus either placebo or atrasentan in a 1:1 ratio. 12 Patients were stratified by type of progression (PSA vs. radiographic) to prior therapy, baseline pain, extraskeletal disease, and receipt of bisphosphonate therapy. Therapy was administered every 3 weeks for up to 12 cycles or until progressive disease (PD), prohibitive toxicity, patient decision, or delays of > 3 weeks. Radiographic assessment was performed at baseline and every 12 weeks with CT or MRI of the abdomen, and pelvis and technetium bone scan. Imaging of the chest was permitted by either chest x-ray or CT scan. Progression was defined in SWOG S0421 by bone scan, RECIST 1.0 soft tissue, or pain progression. Bone scan progression required new lesions confirmed by further new lesions ! 6 weeks later in accordance with Prostate Cancer Working Group (PCWG) 2 guidelines. 13 Pain progression was defined as a 2-point increase in the Brief Pain Inventory, Worst Pain, score or increased opioid analgesic intake score. PSA increase alone was not used to discontinue trial therapy. Individual patient data from patients with measurable disease from both arms were combined for analysis because no differences in progression-free survival or OS outcomes were observed. The conduct of this retrospective study was covered by protocol X120917005, which was approved by the University of Alabama at Birmingham institutional review board.
Primary Outcome Measures
Two measures of radiographic tumor change were available: first, the change in the sum of lesion sizes from baseline to the first onstudy assessment within 120 days, and second, the best objective response, based on RECIST 1.0, measured at any time on study. Hence, for landmark analyses, it is possible that the best objective response assessment occurred after the landmark date, although the best objective response assessment generally occurs at the first onstudy assessment, which would occur around day 84 in this study. The primary analysis was based on change in lesion size, defined as: [(sum of the maximum diameter of all lesions (SMDL) at the first on-study measurement À SMDL at baseline)/SMDL at baseline] Â 100%. Patients were categorized on the basis of change in lesion size as: ! 20% increase (PD), between 20% increase and 30% decrease (stable disease, SD), and decrease of at least 30% (unconfirmed partial response, uPR). A supportive analysis was performed using the best observed RECIST 1.0 response at any time on the trial.
Statistical Methods
Descriptive statistics were used to summarize patient baseline information and outcomes. The Kaplan-Meier method was used to estimate OS outcomes. Transformations of laboratory variables (PSA, alkaline phosphatase, platelets) were performed for statistical normalization purposes. A 120-day landmark analysis was performed that included only patients who had their first on-study assessment before day 120 and survival beyond day 120. The Kaplan-Meier method was used to estimate OS, and Cox proportional hazards regression evaluated the association of radiographic tumor dimension change on OS. Regression analyses were adjusted for selected (based on known prognostic importance) major baseline prognostic factors: hemoglobin, alkaline phosphatase, PSA, treatment arm, performance status, visceral disease, progression type, pain, and Gleason score. All tests were 2 sided, and P .05 was considered statistically significant. Statistical analyses were performed by SAS 9.4 software (SAS Institute, Cary, NC) or R 3.2.2 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria; http:// www.r-project.org/).
Results
Patient Characteristics
Overall, 469 (47.2%) of 994 eligible patients had measurable disease at baseline when combining both arms of the trial. Of these, 365 (36.7% of the overall population of 994 patients) had radiographic assessed lesion measurements within 120 days of initiating therapy or objective RECIST response assessment at any time and survival beyond day 120. Patient characteristics of these 365 patients were typical for this population (Table 1) and were similar to the population of 469 patients with measurable disease (data not shown). Additionally, the 365 patients with data evaluable for our analysis experienced a median OS of 17.2 months, which was similar to the median OS of all 994 patients enrolled onto the trial. 
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RECIST Changes and Survival
Association of Changes in Lesion Sizes by Day 120 With OS
Three hundred twenty-six patients (32.8% of the overall population of 994 patients) had data evaluable for landmark analysis (ie, measurable radiographic assessments at baseline and within 120 days, and survival beyond day 120), of whom 23 patients had ! 20% increase in lesion size (eg, PD), 230 had between a 20% increase and 30% decrease in lesion size (SD), and 73 had a decrease in lesion size of at least 30% (uPR). OS beyond day 120 was significantly different (P ¼ .004) among these subgroups, with median (95% CI) OS of 7.1 (3.5-8.8) for patients with PD, 13.4 (11.4-15.6) months for those with SD, and 16.3 (10.0-19.6) months for those with partial response (PR; Table 2 and Figure 1 ). After adjusting for prognostic factors in a multivariable model (Table 3) , the hazard ratio (HR) (95% CI) for patients with PD was 2.47 (1.42-4.29) and was 1.02 (0.75-1.39) for SD, compared to patients with an uPR (P ¼ .002). As a continuous measure, changes in lesion size was significantly associated with OS (HR, 1.05 per 10% increase in the change; 95% 
Discussion
Previously reported recent studies have described an association between measurable disease changes by the World Health Organization, RECIST 1.0, and RECIST 1.1 and OS in men with mCRPC receiving docetaxel-based chemotherapy. 10 The post hoc analysis that we report here analyzed 365 evaluable patients from the SWOG S0421 phase 3 trial to validate the association between unconfirmed RECIST 1.0 alterations within 120 days or confirmed RECIST 1.0 alterations at any time with OS in men with mCRPC receiving docetaxel-based chemotherapy after controlling for previously validated baseline prognostic factors. The association between RECIST 1.0 response and OS was confirmed. Moreover, for every 10% increase in lesion size, the hazard of dying increased by 6%. These data support the contention that objective, measurable disease alterations are prognostic and may indicate a signal of activity of systemic therapy translating to extension of survival. It is intriguing that in addition to RECIST changes, the multivariable analysis demonstrated the independent significance of some (hemoglobin, alkaline phosphatase, pain) but not other historically validated prognostic factors (performance status, visceral metastasis). These findings suggest the independence and potential primacy of RECIST alterations, a dynamic marker, compared to these baseline static factors. mCRPC is the sole exception to the practice of utilizing measurable disease changes to evaluate new agents in phase 2 trials for solid tumors owing to the dominance of bone metastases. 1, 2 Historically, measurable tumors have been identified in a small minority of approximately 10% to 20% of patients enrolled onto phase 2 trials performing routine baseline CT imaging. 14, 15 The low historical rate of measurable disease may be attributable partly to the use of first-generation CT technology and partly to limited CT imaging of the pelvis. However, more recently, a pooled analysis of phase 3 trials completed since 2002 identified measurable disease in 47.8% of patients, which appears higher than historical measurable disease rates, probably as a result of better CT technology and more frequent whole-body CT imaging. 9 Similarly, in the SWOG S0421 study, 47.2% of patients were identified as having measurable disease at baseline. Indeed, it is provocative to speculate that routine CT scans of the chest in SWOG S0421 may have detected additional patients with measurable disease. Hence, the practice of relegating RECIST changes to a frequently neglected secondary end point not accounted for in the goeno-go decision process for a phase 3 trial needs to be revisited. Interestingly, one ongoing phase 2 trial, the Keynote-199 trial, enrolls patients with mCRPC into separate cohorts with or without measurable disease, with a primary end point of RECIST 1.1 response when using pembrolizumab, a programmed death (PD)-1 inhibitor immunotherapeutic. Indeed, the detection of a signal of activity with immunotherapy is particularly challenging in the absence of objective measures of tumor burden.
The updated PCWG-3 guidelines recommend using RECIST 1.1 to evaluate measurable tumors in mCRPC with one difference compared to RECIST 1.1 guidelines: up to 5 lesions per organ site of metastatic spread is suggested (classic RECIST 1.1 suggests measuring up to 2 lesions per organ, while RECIST 1.0 proposes measuring up to 5 lesions per organ) to address heterogeneity of this malignancy and to permit tracking of various patterns of progression. It is noteworthy that RECIST 1.1 defines a measurable lymph node as one with a short-axis dimension of ! 1.5 cm, which is different from RECIST 1.0, which requires a maximum dimension of ! 1 cm, and these differences may have some impact on the proportion of patients with measurable disease. PCWG guidelines do not recommend using PSA changes alone to capture benefit from therapy. In the context of docetaxel, a PSA decline of ! 30% within 3 months was demonstrated to be a moderate surrogate for OS. 16 However, PSA declines have not appeared to be robust surrogate end points in other settings-for example, cabazitaxel second-line chemotherapy. 17 Moreover, early PSA flares responses can occur in advanced prostate cancer in multiple scenarios. 18 Preliminary data suggest that early PSA declines of ! 30% or ! 50% within 4 weeks when using novel antiandrogens (eg, abiraterone acetate, enzalutamide) may be associated with longer survival, but extensive validation is required. 19 In summary, PSA declines remain a questionable intermediate end point with poor reliability across different classes of agents. PCWG guidelines recommend bone scan as the primary modality for following bone lesions in prostate cancer, with a proviso for repeating bone scans after ! 6 weeks to confirm progression, given the phenomenon of early bone scan flares caused by healing of responding osteoblastic lesions. 20 The composite radiographic progression end point accounting for progression on bone scan by PCWG guidelines and RECIST for measurable disease was associated with OS in the context of docetaxel and abiraterone acetate. 21, 22 Conversely, trials demonstrating dramatic bone scan improvements by cabozantinib did not translate to extensions of survival in subsequent phase 3 trials. [23] [24] [25] Novel methods to quantify bone metastases such as bone scan index, defined as the percentage of bone mass involved by lesions on bone scan compared to a historical bone mass, have been proposed but may also be plagued by the inherent limitations of bone scans. 26 Additionally, the extrapolation of PCWG-or bone scan indexedefined bone scan progression across all classes of novel agents is problematic. It is noteworthy that tasquinimod did not yield an extension of OS in a phase 3 trial despite an improvement in bone scan index and radiographic progression-free survival in preceding phase 2 trials. [27] [28] [29] Additionally, multiple phase 3 trials combining docetaxel with biologic agents have not demonstrated increments in survival despite preliminary evidence for benefits, mostly in terms of PSA and bone scan changes (and not RECIST changes) in preceding phase 2 trials. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] 30 Indeed, the phenomena of early PSA spikes coupled with the probability of early bone scan flares prompted the PCWG to recommend a minimum of 12 weeks of therapy before making clinical decisions regarding continuation of a regimen. Other tools to potentially better assess tumor burden-including MRI, circulating tumor cell counts, and positron emission tomography imaging using novel tracers such as sodium fluoride, fluorothymidine, choline, acetate, fluciclovine, and prostate-specific membrane antigen-also indirectly measure tumor burden but may be limited in application by cost. [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] Our study is limited by a somewhat modest sample size and its post hoc design. Of 994 eligible patients enrolled onto the SWOG S0421 trial, 365 (36.7%) were eligible for our analysis, and 326 (32.8%) had data evaluable for the landmark analysis, which required baseline measurable disease and repeat radiographic assessment within 120 days as well as survival data beyond day 120. However, these 365 eligible patients were not significantly different in terms of OS outcomes from the 469 patients with measurable disease or the overall trial population of 994 patients. We did not aim to identify a differential impact of RECIST response based on sites of measurable disease. However, updated prognostic models in the setting of first-line docetaxel chemotherapy suggest that the presence of measurable tumor itself is not independently prognostic, although visceral and especially liver metastasis confers an adverse impact. 36 We did not investigate the impact of RECIST changes independent of PSA changes because our sole objective was the external validation of association of RECIST 1.0 changes with survival. Notably, in previous discovery studies of other trials, measurable tumor changes were associated with survival after accounting for PSA changes. 10, 11 Our previous study, which discovered the association of RECIST 1.0 changes with survival, used a 90-day landmark analysis, while the current validation study used a 120-day landmark analysis in order to capture a larger number of patients undergoing radiographic assessment. However, this slight difference in landmark time point is unlikely to affect our results. While our analysis included most known clinical prognostic factors, we could not include lactate dehydrogenase and circulating tumor cells, which were not performed in all patients on this trial but appear to be major prognostic factors according to other studies. 35 Central radiology review was not conducted, although institutions with track records on SWOG advanced prostate cancer trials with more than 20 years of experience participated in this trial, with academic radiologists often interpreting the scans. In addition, RECIST progression was not the sole reason for removing patients from therapy for PD; bone scan and/or pain progression were probably primarily used for defining progression. Our study merely provides validation for RECIST 1.0 changes as a prognostic marker for survival in the setting of docetaxel-based chemotherapy, and it generates the hypothesis that it may be a surrogate end point. Indeed, surrogacy for survival can only be confirmed by analyzing positive phase 3 trials with a significant difference in OS between the arms. Finally, the level of increment of RECIST 1.0 responses in a phase 2 trial that may translate to extension of OS requires further study and may be evaluated in positive phase 3 trials.
Conclusions
This retrospective study externally validates the association of RECIST 1.0 changes with OS in men with mCRPC receiving docetaxel-based first-line chemotherapy. Given that body imaging using currently improved CT scan technology is required on clinical trials, in contrast to limited imaging using older CT technology historically, measurable disease is being detected more frequently in mCRPC. Hence, objective RECIST changes are more feasible to demonstrate now in phase 2 trials investigating new regimens. Given that RECIST 1.1 will be used in the future, the external validation of association of RECIST 1.1 alterations with survival is necessary. With further evaluation across other classes of agents including second-generation antiandrogen agents, biologic agents and immunotherapy, RECIST changes may be used as critical supportive or coeprimary end points in phase 2 trials seeking signals of activity before launching phase 3 trials.
Clinical Practice Points
Objective changes of measurable tumors that use RECIST are commonly used to evaluate the activity of new agents for most solid tumors in phase 2 trials. Because mCRPC has been historically observed to have a low proportion of patients with measurable disease, phase 2 trials evaluating new agents for mCRPC have mostly relied on consensus but also subjective bone scan and PSA changes to assess activity. The association of RECIST 1.0 changes within 120 days with survival in men with mCRPC receiving docetaxel-based chemotherapy was validated in this retrospective analysis of 327 evaluable patients from the SWOG S0421 phase 3 trial. Given the increasing detection of measurable disease, improvements in objective RECIST 1.0 changes should be reported in phase 2 trials before launching phase 3 trials.
